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“Data is the 21st Century’s new raw material. Its value is in 

holding governments to account; in driving choice and 

improvements in public services; and in inspiring innovation 

and enterprise that spurs social and economic growth.”
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The link to national policy?

“From July 2010, government departments and agencies should 

ensure that any information published includes the underlying data 

in an open standardised form.............datasets should be handled in 

line with the principles underpinning those proposals: a presumption 

in favour of transparency, with all published data licensed for free 

reuse.”

Prime Minister, 

David Cameron, 

2010



What is driving national policy?

Increasedaccountability

• Increased growth

• Increased efficiency



Accountability



Effficiency: United Utilities – improving service levels, water 

quality and business performance

United utilities has a statutory obligation to 
record its assets and make the data available 
to 3rd parties.

Implementing a web-based solution to data 
management  enabled savings of at least  
£1m per year to Untied Utilities and its 
highway excavation contractors.

Same information previously kept in over 700 
plan chests in 65 locations.

Return on investment delivered by having lots of 
people using the data intelligently.



Growth

In February 2011 Cabinet Office 

launched ‘contracts finder’ – a 

single website enabling 

businesses to identify 

government contracts, now has 

97,000 viewings per week. 

By making data freely available it 

is hoped to stimulate growth 

and innovation in the business 

sector.

Creation of the Open Data 

Institute to unlock economic 

potential.



Growth
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Since May 2010 the Coalition Government has made a number of 

high profile achievements on transparency and Open Data

Built the largest data.gov resource in the world, 

with over 8,500 datasets available

Published unprecedented data in transport, 

health, justice and education via two sets of 

Prime Ministerial commitments

Over £188bn of spending transactions now 

published by central government

Engaged with over 300 businesses – large and 

small – about the potential benefits and 

challenges of Open Data for industry

Launched Open Data Consultation

Open Government Partnership Co-Chair



And there is more to come in the coming days and weeks

•Continuing to meet current PM and Chancellor commitments

•Publish Open Data White Paper

•Publish Open Data Strategies for each Department

•Set standards

•Launch Open Data Institute 

•Setting up the Open Data User Group



Where does INSPIRE fit with this national 
policy?

Main message is that location data fits in everywhere, 

because, well it is everywhere! Location providing 

framework for linking up datasets, enabling interoperability 

and stimulating innovative uses of open data

Great synergy between national policy agenda and 

INSPIRE, both seek to ensure data can be reused, with 

shared understanding of quality and value. 

Nationally and via INSPIRE we are confronting similar 

thorny issues



Accountability: Using INSPIRE data: Environment 

Agency bathing water linked data pilot 

• Uses data from EA and 

OS

• Potential for linking to 

other data to see the 

relationships between 

bathing water quality and 

visitor numbers and 

meteorological events 

such as storms



Efficiency: Calderdale Metropolitan Borough 

Council - locating vulnerable people.

The challenge 
To significantly reduce the time taken to identify 

vulnerable persons already known to the council 

during a flood emergency. 

The solution
Combining location data from Environment Agency, Ordnance Survey 

and their local land and property gazetteer to give key staff an 

immediate visual and analytical overview of the properties and people 

affected.

The benefits
• Massive time-saving locating known vulnerable citizens during emergencies.

• Instant location of affected properties.

• Improved location intelligence for decision-making (evacuation routes and 

access/rendezvous points).



Growth: Scottish Government – improving the 

planning system

The context
The planning system underpins Scotland’s sustainable economic growth.

The challenge
To strengthen the involvement of communities, improving application and 

decision-making process. 

The solution
a single ePlanning website for submitting applications or appeals 

anywhere in Scotland. 

The benefits
• Applicants will save an estimated £45 million over first 10 years of 

the project.

• The website will save planning authorities £10 million over first 10 

years.



Where have we got to?

8500+ datasets published already on data.gov.uk, of which 800+ are location-

specific and 200+ are INSPIRE mandated.

Information-sharing infrastructure nearing completion – data.gov.uk re-launch 

is imminent

Next big challenge is to realise benefitsJ.



Thank you for listening


